
 

Adding a Document 

 On Visit History Tab, click on the numeric value to the right of ‘Pain Agreements, 

Advance Directives, Specialized Treatment Plans or Other Patient Documents’ 

 

 Or Visit History Tab>Patient Documents, scroll directly to the bottom of Visit History 

page, where ‘Patient Documents’ is located. 

 

 Select ‘Add’ and below screen will pop-up: 

 

 The ‘Document Type’ field is designed to dropdown matching entries (based on 

what all users have entered) after typing 3 letters. So type and select “Pain 

Agreement” to have the uploaded document count in the dashboard under Pain 



Agreements’ numeric value, type “Advance Directive” to have the uploaded 

document count in the dashboard under Advance Directives, type “Specialized 

Treatment Plan” to have the uploaded document count in the dashboard under 

Specialized Treatment Plans or type anything else to have the uploaded 

document to count under “Other Patient Documents”. 

 In ‘Document Description’ field, users can type in a brief document description. 

 In ‘Browse for a Document’ field, users can browse their computer(s) for a 

document to upload. 

 

 Once document is located, double click on document and it will automatically be 

placed in the ‘Browse for a Document’ field. 

 

 Press ‘Upload’ and document will be added and displayed as: 

 

 Users can view all documents that they have added on above screen. 



 Users will also see total documents added by reviewing the numeric value to the 

right of ‘Pain Agreements, Advance Directives, Specialized Treatment Plans or 

Other Patient Documents’ on the ‘Patient Profile>Visit History’ Tab. 

 

Deleting a Document 

1. Now if you need to delete a document you loaded, click on the date and it will highlight the 

document you want to delete and enable the delete function.  

 

2. Click Delete  

3. Once you click delete the document will be removed.  

4. You will be able to see documents that other users have uploaded, but will only be able to 

delete documents that were uploaded by you.  

 

AND 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Downloading a Document 

1. The download options will be disabled until you click on it.  

 
2. Click on the date beside the document you want to download.    

 

3. Click Download 

4. What you next will vary in appearance depending on what version of Microsoft you 

have. You will be asked if you want to Open or Save the document. Clicking on open will 

open up the document in a new window.  

 

5. Clicking on the arrow next to the save option will give you other options. 

 
6. Choose save as and you can choose the location of where you would like for the 

document to be saved.  

7. Choose the location and save. 

8. Remember that documents contain Protected Health Information, and can only be 

saved to a secure HIPPA-compliant environment. (For example, to save within your own 

patient medical record system).  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 


